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disclaim any and all liability pertaining to this webinar clip. It is made available as a public service in an effort to
share information on the ongoing global pandemic with our community.



Expected COVID-19 Timeline



COVID-19 
Transmission 
Rates & R0



How to change to R0 at work

• Assume everyone is infectious
• Staff should work from home
• Stagger in-office staff
• Continue cleaning services (consider avoiding ‘dusting’)
• Masks/bandanas while in the office
• Open windows and doors – “solution to pollution is dilution”
• Stress handwashing – personal lotion at people’s desks
• Limit non-essential travel

Time

Distance

Shielding



COVID-19 Pandemic Timeline

• 1918 Influenza Pandemic
• A full year (at least)

• April 1918 to 1919

• 2009 H1N1 Pandemic
• 16 months with eventual 

vaccine development

• April 2009 to August 2010

In the past, pandemics have 
typically lasted between 12 
and 36 months.
COVID-19 is a totally new virus and 
consequently unpredictable.



Variables potentially affecting length of pandemic

• Community fatigue
• Effective vaccine – likely to take a year or so
• Treatment that is effective – several clinical trials 
• Widespread testing – case follow up and quarantine
• A response similar to Wuhan with enforced quarantine and 

contact tracing
• The virus mutates – virus gets weaker or stronger



Cold vs. 

Influenza vs. 

COVID-19



COVID-19 vs. Influenza



Why COVID-19 differs from Seasonal Influenza?

• Higher case fatality rate
• COVID-19: 0.6-4.2%
• Seasonal Influenza:  <1%

• More communicable
• Asymptomatic/very mild symptoms

• Longer incubation period
• Longer time with mild symptoms
• Airborne vs. Droplet?

• No treatment, no vaccine
• We don’t know what to expect from COVID-19 – not very much data



What to do if you have an employee test positive?

You must tell employees they have been exposed, 
but do not say who tested positive.



Disease in Children

• Children known to have virus – unsure how contagious

• Unknown why children have more mild symptoms

• When children get sick they have the same symptoms as adults



Return to Work / Self-isolation

Incubation period is 2-14 days



Symptoms

• Common symptoms include:
• fever
• tiredness
• dry cough

• Other symptoms include:
• shortness of breath
• aches and pains
• sore throat
• and very few people will report 

diarrhea, nausea or a runny nose



Thank You

Email questions to elizabeth.evans@cu-northwest.com
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